
 

Let’s get those creative juices flowing!  

Here are some helpers from Wendy Haynes for when you’re stuck words…. 
 

Adore; admiration; attractive; affectionate; await; abundant; accept; alive; allow; amaze; 
appreciate; art; aspire; awaken; aware; awe  

Beautiful; bliss; beauty; balance; believe; blossom; bountiful; breathe; bright; brilliant buzz  

Charm; cherish; companion; caring; clarity; clear; cleansing; colourful; compassion; 
composed; confident; conscious; courage; creative; cute 

Delight; devotion; divine; divinely; dedication; dignity; dance; dazzle; decisive; delicious; 
determination; dream; dynamic 

Endless; esteem; elation; everlasting; enduring; earned; effervesce; electric; embrace; 
empower; energy; energetic; enjoy; enthused; enthusiam; excite; exuberant; 

Faithful; fond; forever; fidelity; fantastic; flow; flowers; fly; forgiveness; fragrance; free; 
freedom; fresh; fun; 

Grace; glorious; genuine; gentle; giggle; goodness; grateful; groovy; growth; 

Happily; hope hopeful; happiness; heart; happy; heal; healthy; humane; humble; humility; 
humour 

 Infinite; inspire; intense; imbibe; improve; informed; inhale; innocence; inspiration; 
intuitive; invigorate incredible 

Joy; jasmine; jump 

Kindness; kinetic; kiss; 

Loyalty; love; lust; link; laugh; lavender; learn; liberate; light; listen; lively;  

Moral; merry; meet; merge; majestic; meaningful; manifest; miracle; music marvelous 



Noble; nurture; natural; new beginnings; nourish; 

 Optimistic; open; overflow 

 Peaceful; priceless; promise; passion; patient; peace; purpose; play; playful; poise; positive; 
power; powerful; prosperity; pure; precious 

Quiet; quirky 

Renew; respect; radiant; realize; reflective; refresh; release; responsive; richness romantic 
remarkable 

Sincere; sincerity; spirit; soul- mate; sanctified; savour; scintillate; serene; shine; sincere; 
simple; simplicity; sing; smile; soften; sparkle, special; spontaneous; stainless; strength; 
stretch, strong, success; suffused; sunshine; surprise; survive sweeten 

Totally; trust; taste; tender; thankful; thoughtful; therapeutic; thrill; thrive; thunder; tickle; 
titillate; tolerant; tough; transcend; transform; tranquil;  

Undeniable; undying; unique; unite; unselfish; understanding; unfold; unperturbed; 
unshakable uplifting; useful 

Vibrant; virtuous; valued; vibrant; vibrancy; vigorous; visionary; voltage 

Warm; wisdom; worthy; warmth; wellness; whole; wholeness; wild; wonder; wonderful; 
wise 

 Youthful; young;  

Zest; zeal  

Write from the heart.... It doesn’t have to be all serious, it should reflect your 
feelings about this wonderful person you’re about to marry.....  

Say what feels right for you...  


